YOURquotes

Presenting Your Brilliance
Through the Golden Nuggets
of Your Writing
WWW.YOURQUOTES-SERVICE.COM

YOURQUOTES@MINDGOURMET.COM

We look forward
to creating magic with you!

Are you an author or blogger?
Are you aware that there are gems
within your writing just waiting to be
discovered?
Have you ever sifted through your own
writing to find the most powerful
quotes?
Imagine featuring bite-sized nuggets
— your own quotes —
to boost your readership!

We know it's sometimes hard to
see the sparkle in your own work.
That's where we come in.
With "new" and curious eyes, we mine the
precious golden nuggets from your
writings. We also offer to create
compelling memes out of them for you.
Enjoy greater success on social media,
turn your quotes into printed gifts,
feature them on your website, use them
however you choose!

Examples &
Testimonials

Nowadays everyone has memes.
What sets Nina's work apart is that she
has a real instinct for pulling the most
impactful quotes out of your work and
letting them shine.
Nina thoughtfully and purposefully works
through your content, books etc and
pulls out the most beautiful gems.
I would highly recommend her to anyone
memes.
She will capture the essence of you and
your work beautifully.
Kitty Waters, host of KittyTalks

If you need someone to condense the
message of your book or writings into
powerful qoutes, Nina is the perfect match!
She can easily spot the oneliners that stand
out from your text. Oneliners that will hit
home with your audience and make it
possible for them to carry your message with
them throughout their day or even their life as
a transformative mantra.
Gift yourself and your audience with Nina’s
eyes and big heart when it comes to bringing
your message even further out in the world
and let it create a ripple effect in our process
of awakening.
Susanne Frandsen, Transformational Leader

More examples and testimonials:
www.yourquotes-service.com
Get in touch!
yourquotes@mindgourmet.com
We look forward to hearing from you!
Nina Kaiser
and the YOURquotes Team

